TRAVEL
Stunner
on Stilts
by Horace Sutton

[

T STANDS there tall, white, and gleaming, resting on its spindly legs as if it
had just arrived from a neighboring asteroid and made a soft landing on Manhattan in the technique perfected by the lunar lander dispatched from earth to
alight on the moon. It could be a real-life mutation of Stanley
Kubrick's celluloid monolith that perplexed the apes in 2001.
This is perhaps not too wild a dream; its real, live, twentyfive-year-old building manager, looking up at it from under
her hard hat, calls it "the first building of the twenty-first
century."
Whatever head-scratching it has inspired among the primates of Gotham, the shaft must be real. After all, its unshapely piers are planted on the soil of Manhattan in a
clearing that was assembled, at great cost and travail, on
the block between Lexington and Third avenues, with Fiftythird Street on one side and Fifty-fourth on the other. It is
the project of money changers called Citibank—nee First
National City Bank—and in the pattern of umbrella buzz
words of today it has a buzzy, catchall name: Citicorp Center.
When it opens officially, late in the fall, it will stand as
a vertical answer to virtually all of man's needs. It will provide a place to labor, corners of near bucolic peace, an
agora of agreeable modernity for social concourse, sustenance of dazzling variety, and even God. Only overnight
lodging is missing, and in a pinch, that is handy, too. The
Waldorf is only three blocks away.
During the Byzantine maneuverings to assemble the immense expanse of mid-Manhattan real estate—the most expensive block in history—a campaign that took three years
and cost nearly $40 million, a dominant landholder was
St. Peter's Lutheran Church, which occupied the northwest
corner of the property. In a celebrated meeting in a downtown restaurant between the bank's senior vice-president,
Henry Muller, who happens to be a Lutheran, and Dr.
Ralph Edward Peterson, the pastor, a deal was struck. The
church sold the air rights on the church property to the bank
for $9 million. Bank and church together own the land and
the public spaces around the new church, which has been
built on the corner where the old St. Peter's stood.
Peterson's house of worship, historically linked to the arts,
particularly to jazz and musicians, will open again this fall.
Its new home is a stunner, its walls ribboned with narrow,
vertical skylights, its churchly confines sparkling with innovations. The 500-seat sanctuary is acoustically isolated from
the subway, whose entranceway is close by the church
portal, and from the traffic that runs just beyond the nearest
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wall. There is no formal place for the altar; it will be moved
to accommodate the liturgy as well as such unchurchly events
as a chamber music series, dance recitals, lectures on popular topics, and that St. Peter's specialty, the jazz mass.
Louise Nevelson has completed the sculptures for a whiteon-white chapel that wUl depend upon hues from the sky
and gold from the vestments—also Nevelson-designed—for
touches of color. For architectural creativity and for drama,
Nevelson's niche will inevitably be compared with the Matisse chapel at Vence in the hills above the French Riviera.
Tiled brick, like the sidewalk that rims the center, covers
the sunken plaza, jointly owned by the bank and the church,
shaded by trees, set with tables and chairs, and washed by
a waterfall in the fashion perfected in the vest-pocket dell
known as Paley Park, a few blocks to the west.
In outdoor enclaves like the plaza, and in a glass-covered atrium near the center of the complex, the slaveys who
labor upstairs and who are not privy to the private dining
rooms set aside for junior and senior bank executives will
inhale a whiif of peace at midday.
Citibank is its parent company's best tenant, occupying
25 floors of the tower. The first occupant to move in. Citibank has established a model for others: contemporary art,
deep carpets, and, since there are no floor-to-ceiling partitions, a rushing out of ceiling ducts of "white sound" to
muffle conversations from adjoining work space. The mail
boy has been eliminated by a mechanical wagon that beeps
its way around the floor following invisible chemical "tracks"
and stopping at designated way stations where real people
are at work. Known in the local buzz dictionary as Citipage,
the mail deliverer resumes its route when a button is pushed
and pauses to avoid knocking down pedestrians in its path. It
has not yet been seen to dawdle overlong at the water cooler
or to make flirtatious overtures to a comely secretary.
Elevators may prove to be something of a mystery to the
visitor, for they operate, at least as far skyward as the fifteenth floor, as a duplex tandem, one half stopping at odd
floors, the other at even. These arrangements, while speeding service, require that those destined for odd-numbered
floors use the upper-level lobby and those headed for evennumbered floors the concourse, a level below.
Measuring from the apex of its sloping glass crown, Citicorp Center is the tallest midtown building after the Chrysler
and Empire State buildings. It was the intention to top the
building with condominium apartments, each to have a
glassed-in stretch of tower terrace, but zoning restrictions
forbade that. Con Edison, the local supplier of power, suggested that it utilize the space to trap solar energy, thereby
relieving the energy crunch in midtown Manhattan. Citicorp,
ever the keepers of the sharp pencil, found sunpower no less
expensive than what Con Ed was supplying from its generators.
Even though it has no live-in tenants, Citicorp Center
has created a mid-Manhattan bazaar called The Market that
may prove as colorful as a souk in Marrakech, and hardly
less busy. Greeks, Scandinavians, French, British, and Hungarians will proffer everything from a grape leaf that can be
taken home and stuffed to a goulash that can be eaten on the
premises.
Ask not what the British will be doing operating a restaurant in New York. The pioneer is Richoux of London, part
of a chain that operates everything from U.K. hamburger
houses to Richoux at the Caprice behind the Ritz in Picca-
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dilly. About the only British affectations on the premises,
culinary or otherwise, will be a selection of savories and the
Edwardian costumes on the waitresses, who are done up like
Mary Petty maids.
More noteworthy to epicures will be an uptown edition
of La Petite Ferme, the restaurant run by Charles Chevillot,
a connoisseur's favorite in Manhattan for several seasons.
As for the Magyars, they will be represented by Hungaria,
the first Budapest-sponsored goulashery in the United States.
The state-operated HungarHotels, which is also entwined
with Pan American Airways in the Duna Intercontinental in
Budapest, is in partnership of a sort with George Lang, the
Hungarian-American prandial prototype, who will run it.
Pastry cooks and chefs of high Hungarian eminence, including one who now works for the prime minister, will
be dispatched to America, along with the five-piece gypsy
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New York's new pile—"It has inspired head-scratching
among the primates of Gotham, but it must be real."
band of Gyorgy Lakatos. As the cimbalom strings are
strummed, diners will sit under a sausage tree, working over
the peppers stuffed with sauerkraut, the poached blue trout,
and the pickled carp. Private parties will assemble in the
Honey Cake Room, where one festive wall will sparkle with
500 decorated honey cakes, or in the Strudel Room, a whitetiled enclosure that, when not engaged by private diners,
will be used for stretching strudel dough.
Someday, Citicorp Center may light its afterburners and
lift off from Manhattan. Or, as some acrophobes fear, it may
topple off its piers and spill all over Park Avenue. Meanwhile,
it is going to provide an enormous bounce—economic, gastronomic, and godly—to the middle of Minuit's island. ®
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More Than
Merely
Goulash
When Hungaria opens in Manhattan's Citicorp Center this
fall (see preceding pages), it will feature dishes of the Hungarian nation as it once was. The elegant stuffed cabbage
(opposite page) is done Kolozsvar style. Young cabbage
leaves enfold a mixture of rice, ground pork and beef,
onions and garlic. The bundle, served with pork chops
and sausage and topped with sour cream and paprika, becomes part of a far-out mixed grill. Draped behind the
Kolozsvar cabbage is a blue-dyed design adapted from peasant dress and used at Hungaria as wall hangings. The iron
pot bubbling at right contains a bean goulash, as does the
soup plate. In Hungary that national dish is spelled gulyas
and is not a stew but a soup. A sampling of desserts to be
served at the restaurant, and at "sidewalk" tables in the center's atrium, are—to start with the double-deck epergne—a
raspberry torte and, below, a covey of crescents. A rumfumed coffee cake pulsates at center, alongside the Tokay
dessert wine. The many-layered splendor in the comer below is a Dobos torte. The elongated confection is that staple
of the Danube (on which it would never float)—a strudel.
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'There are so many ways of entertaining
the children. TheyVe so well behaved
here, and weVe so relaxedl'
Mike and Mary Lee Hurley discuss their third visit to Bermuda.

"Tennis, golf, beautiful seascapes,
sightseeing. Whatever
your passion is, you "^ζ^ΐν,don't have to go far in " '
any direction to find it."
"We had a panoramic
view of the
entire island. The
beauty is incredible."
uru
It's

the people on this island. They're
part of it. Very fine, very pleasant."

•f

Bermuda
Unspoiled. Unhurried. Uncommon.
See your travel agent or write Bermuda, Dept. 336, 630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., NY. 10020
Suite 1422,401Ν Micliigan Ave , Chicago, III 60611 or Suite 1010, 44 School St, Boston, Mass 02108
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TRAVEL
Wine Tasters Aweigh!

F EVER a vessel was destined
to be a tight ship it is the
Greek liner Daphne, which in
September embarks on an outing billed,
without false modesty, as "The wine-tasting cruise of the century." The Carras
liner will sail from Amsterdam the tenth
of the month on a two-week gambol
through the grapelands of France, Spain,
and Portugal. The passengers, who will
pay a minimum of $1,348, including air
passage from New York, will think wine,
breathe wine, and, to be sure, taste wine.
They will also be lectured on its fine points
by one of the most prestigious assemblages
of grape nuts ever gathered on one deck.
Lured to sea to lead the first tour of his
life will be the grandee of the grape, Alexis
Lichine, the author of the definitive New
Encyclopedia of Wines and Spirits and of
the last word on the grapes of Gaul, Wines
of France. Lichine brings with him a college of viniculturalists that includes
Burgess Meredith, actor and celebrated
wine collector; Sam Aaron [see box on
page 32], editor of the Time/Life book
Wines and Spirits and other books, co-
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authored with Clifton Fadiman and with
James Beard; Emile Peynaud, professor of
viniculture at the University of Bordeaux;
David Pursglove, editor of the Wine Review, a newsletter to the trade; and Harry
Waugh, England's leading wine authority
and consultant to the Cunard Line and the
London Ritz.
With that faculty to lead them, the 300
passengers, attended as well by the ship's
Greek crew, will make a landing at the
storybook port of La Rochelle for an invasion of Cognac and a taste of its product. In Bordeaux the following day,
Lichine, the owner of Chateau PrieureLichine, a sixteenth-century vineyard, will
lead the party on a two-day exploration of
the best of Medoc and St. Emilion. Luncheons are being arranged at Beychevelle
and Chateau Canon, as well as at the
homes of other famed labels. A welcome
(and a glass) has been prepared at Chateau Margaux, Mouton-Rothschild, Chateau d'Yquem, Haut Brion, and others.
There will be a day at sea to sleep off
Bordeaux before Oporto, and another day
at sea before the arrival at Madeira. A sub-
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Wine and water—Clockwise from top
left: Carras's wine cruiser, Daphne;
Lafite cellar in Bordeaux; Lichine
sniffing; and, left to right, Burgess
Meredith and Sam Aaron admiring.
"Billed, without false modesty, as 'The
wine-tasting cruise of the century.' "
sequent stop at Cadiz will provide a port
for a visit to the sherry wine cellars and a
flamenco lunch at Jerez.
Seminars on what the customers have
tasted or are about to taste will be held at
sea. The ship docks on September 24 at
Villefranche, port city of the French
Riviera. Anyone whose liver is still in
working order can join the charter flight
going to Beaujolais. It's a one-day final
bacchanal to which some of the great
names of French gastronomy have been
invited—Bocuse, Roger Verge, the Troisgros brothers, and Paul Blanc. At nightfall, the bibbers will be flown back to Nice
for a last night on the Daphne, ending
what may well be the biggest floating wine
bust since Bacchus, that other Greek, got
loose with the grapes. — H . S .
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We'd like to challenge those who
soy we hove to live with α long-term shortage
of energy. We say there are ample energy resources.
We say those who claim we have to live with
shortages are creating and extending the very
shortages they warn against.
Sounds crazy, an oil company saying there is no
energy shortage. But there isn't. There are enough
resources in the earth, the sea, and the sun to run
factories, to keep people warm, and to keep cars
rolling. Our country, especially has ample energy
resources to continue strong economic growth and
move toward its social and environmental objectives.
In terms of energy availability, there is no reason
why the U.S. should consider massive changes in
life-style or limit social progress. While oil imports will
continue to be needed, geologists believe there is
much petroleum yet to be found in the U.S., espe
cially offshore. Coal reserves are enough to last 400
years at present rates of production. Nuclear and
solar energy are virtually limitless.
What, then, is the energy problem?
In very simple terms, the problem is one of deliverability—the delivery of vital domestic energy has
been held back by an array of government-imposed
impediments.The energy crisis the present Adminis
tration seeks to resolve by further government in
volvement is a crisis that Washington helped create
over many years.

Washington's mandated energy
shortage
If the impediments that create today's deliverability crisis are not removed, the crisis will worsen. If
more impediments are added, it will intensify even
more. Political decisions will continue to dictate ar
tificial shortages.
In part, we think this reflects a lack of knowledge
in some Washington circlesof thecomplexitiesof the
energy business. But we also think that the underly
ing philosophy of many who propose mandated
shortages has two premises:
I.They have concluded (inaccurately we be
lieve) that the social, environmental, and economic
costs of delivering sufficient energy to you, the con
sumer, are too high.
2. They seem to believe that increased material
well-being is morally wrong.
By mandating shortages, the proponents of
these views can, through regulation, force changes
in the way you live and work, and can compel you to

conform to their view of what is an appropriate life
style.
By opting for shortages, politicians who accede
to this view can evade the politically difficult deci
sions needed for resource developrhent.They do not,
for example, have to endorse the surface-mining of
western coal, the accelerated building of nuclear
plants, or the leasing of more offshore acreage for oil
and gas exploration.
Are mandated shortages the right approach for
America? The nation needs to focus on the real
issues. First, what are the true social and economic
costs of more extensive and rapid energy develop
ment? And second, what are the social and economic
costs of energy shortages? We believe that Adminis
tration energy advisors have grossly over-estimated
the consequences of development and have grossly
under-estimated the consequences of non-develop
ment.

Making more petroleum available
Geologists have identified the areas off
America's coasts as the most promising places to drill
for significant discoveries of oil and natural gas. But
those who prefer non-development argue that off
shore drilling would pollute the oceans and the
beaches.
The truth is that where offshore petroleum pro
duction has been allowed to proceed, mostly in the
Gulf of Mexico and off California, the safety record
has been excellent—only four major oil spills out of
more than 21,000 wells drilled. All were promptly
cleaned up, and there was no lasting damage. Even
so, there have been these impediments to developing
America's offshore oil and gas potential:
1. A slowdown of leasing. The current Adminis
tration has canceled or postponed several scheduled
lease sales announced under President Ford.
2. Economic obstacles. While the proposed na
tional energy plan pays lip service to the concept of
"replacement cost," it envisions a system of price
controls and new taxes on oil. These would raise the
price paid by the consumer, but would leave the pro
ducer with about $5 a barrel for oil that will cost him
perhaps $10 to replace. Meantime, the search for oil
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gets more expensive. How long can any business
survive this way? Newly discovered oil should be de
controlled to provide adequate incentives for explo
ration in deeper waters in more hostile climates. If
Congress determines at a later date that external
forces have caused unreasonable price increases, it
can reimpose controls.
3. Unreasonable litigation. Lawsuits have been
a favorite tool of those who oppose offshore devel
opment. One example shows how this technique
creates delay Last summer, the government held its
first Atlantic lease sale, and seemed to open a new
frontier to petroleum exploration. But coastal coun
ties sued to void the sale, and were upheld by a
federal judge. An appeal is pending, but meanwhile
time and money have been wasted. Interestingly
enough, in polls of residents of coastal communities
the majority favored offshore oil development.
Only by removing these impediments can
America develop more domestic petroleum.
M a k i n g m o r e nuclear power available
The Administration has noted that the lead time
for building a nuclear power plant in the U.S. has
been stretched (mostly by the need to comply with
extensive hearings and environmental impact state
ments) to an appalling 10 years, compared with 5
years in Japan. One New Hampshire plant that's been
in the news lately is a classic example. Permits have
been granted, appealed, revoked, appealed again,
and reissued.
Four years ago, the experts were predicting total
nucleargenerating capacity in this country by 1985 at
280,000 megawatts. They've since cut that figure in
half—barely enough to meet eight percent of 1985's
expected energy demand. While there are theoretical
elements of risk in nuclear power production, there
has never been a nuclear power plant disaster, de
spite more than 204 plants operating in the U.S. and
around the world. Instead of running short of elec
tricity, wouldn't it be better to arrive at a sensible

government policy that would let atomic power pro
ceed within the framework of well-defined, accept
able safety and environmental precautions?
M a k i n g m o r e c o a l available
The Administration's energy program calls for
increasing coal production from last year's 660 mil
lion tons to 1.2 billion tons by 1985. With eastern
mines unlikely to meet this goal, the emphasis must
be on coal in the West, where half of the nation's
deposits lie, but which accounts for only 20 percent
of current production. But western coal means sur
face-mining, and the shortage-creators in Washing
ton are thwarting development with red tape that can
stretch over two years before a mine can be built.
Then, too, their program would require most utilities
to install "scrubbing" equipment to remove sulfur
content from coal, even though some coal is low in
sulfur So you, the consumer, are hurt two ways.
You're being denied plentiful low-sulfur western coal;
and you are required to pay for scrubbers which may
be totally unnecessary

The consequences of
non-development
We believe the consequences of development
have been grossly exaggerated by the shortage-cre
ators; we doubt they have thought enough about the
impact of non-development. We believe they would
involve:
1. Damage to the chances of underprivileged
Americans to extricate themselves from ghettos and
rural slums.
2. A denial of the energy needed to clean the
environment.
3. Increased dependence on foreign oil, already
close to 50 percent.
4. Government-mandated changes in the life
styles of most Americans.
5. Battles among different regions of the U.S.
over available energy.

The reaj challenge: Increasing energy supply
Here are the real issues America must face in
the debate over energy:
1. There really is no long-term shortage
of energy. The problem centers on the deliverability of domestic energy.
2. Deliverability is hampered by impedi
ments that government has placed in the way
of getting energy to you, the consumer.
3. The adverse results that will flow from
the non-development of domestic energy are
far worse than the adverse consequences of

development.
4. Some energy planners would aggra
vate the artificial shortages in order to in
crease government regulation over the way
Americans exercise their traditional free
dom of choice.
We believe that when the American peo
ple understand these Issues, the nation will
be much better equipped to hammer out the
national energy policy that's so badly
needed and so long overdue.

M©bir
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The
Grapes
of
Autumn

F

rench '75—Buy 1975 Bordeaux. It
is the best since 1961 and it is disappearing rapidly. If you're in Europe,
it can be bought by telephoning a vineyard in France—don't try it if you live in
the United States—or you can order it
from a wine and spirits merchant in the
United States. It is now being bottled, a
process that will end in November. Delivery to stores in lanuary 1978. Drinkable
in 1980, but best if you can hold out until
1986.

F

irst Blush—It will be very chic this
fall when dining Chez Bocuse, or
with Michel Guerard, or with the
Troisgros brothers (a friend calls them
all members of the Chef Mafiosi), to order
a Cardinal: champagne, a touch of framboise and of cassis. Bocuse made the aperitif fashionable and named it "Cardinal,"
possibly in self-consideration for his assimilated rank in the high-hat hierarchy.

W

hiteout—Ready in October will
be the white Burgundies of 1976
— a year to shout about. Contract
now for any of the Montrachets: Puligny,
Chassagne, Chevalier, Batard. The same
words go, too, for Meursault (which Alexis
Lichine calls the "capital of the slope of
the great white wines") and for CortonCharlemagne. All grown along the slopes
of the Cote de Beaune.

R

ed Sales—Red Burgundy 1976 is
the best of two decades. (Sidestep
the 1975—too much rain at harvest.) It will be bottled in the spring of
'78, drinkable in '79, gorgeous in '82. To
buy a barrel, go to Europe, call Romanee
Conti or your favorite vineyard or wine
merchant, and bring a bundle. A barrel is
24 cases; a half-barrel is 12 cases. Only
bottles are shippable.

W

atch on the Rhine—·
The Rhine wines and
Moselles of 1976 are
bottled and on the shelves. It
is the most dramatic year in
German wine growing since
1921—rich, flowery, dramatic whites.

i

B

uy, Buy, Bicentennial—the castles
of the Loire live on, no matter the
weather. Frost demolished the '77,
so the word for Loire Valley wines is buy
'76. In fact, buy '76 everywhere except for
Bordeaux (buy '75) or vintage California
(buy'74).

W

hite Is Right—At dinner parties
this fall, dry white wine will be a
preferred choice alongside cocktails, whiskies, and dry martinis. Calories,
travel, fashion, and publicity are probably
the motivating reasons. Burgundy, Macon,
and California are the favored sources for
dry whites. Those who now prefer to end
on a white note turn to colorless framboise and mirabelle. Mirabelle dictul
—SAM AARON

Lecturer, writer, and oracle among the
oenologists, Sam Aaron talks, writes, and
thinks wine. He also purveys it at
Sherry-Lehmann, Inc., on New York's
Madison Avenue. He is a co-author, with
Clifton Fadiman, of the best-selling book
The loys of Wine (Harry N. Abrams, $45).

X^est Beau—The Beaujolais of 1976
' i s the best vintage since 1961, but
^ ^ ^ It is up 30 percent in price over
'71 and '72. Chateau de la Chaize, Brouilly, won the gold award as the best Beaujolais of 1976—the occasion of its tricentennial—and is available now. Only 10,000
cases will reach the States.
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With its three tonearm mounts and its
DDX
$600 nationally advertised value' the Micro
Seiki DDX 1000 has been acclaimed as one of
the few unique advances in turntable concept and design

lODO

Using the same technology,our engineer
ing team has crafted the MB15 to achieve
economy while preserving musical accuracy.
It has an electronic sensor, activating a
viscous-damped device which lifts the arm
and shuts off power at the end of the record.
It has a 4-pole syncronous motor, and wow
and flutter less than 0.06%.
At $150 (nationally advertised value)*
you can considerably enhance the enjoyment
of your records with Micro Seiki purity of
sound.
Isn't it time to upgrade your pleasure?

MICRO SEIKI
Advanced engineering in turntables.
Distributed byTEAC 0θφον3ΐί«π of America. 7733 Telegraph Road,
Momebeilo. California 90640. -CTEAC 1977.
Actual resale prices will be determined individually and at the sole
discretion of authorized Micro Seiki dealers.

eictravagantly praisecr.
"We see the Accuphase line
ί Occdpying a place in audio
analagous to that of Rolls Royce
among automobiles!'
Hi Ft News and Record Review:
"There is no doubt that the
P-300 is one of the most advanced
power amplifiers on the world
hi-fi market today."
Why they said it.
Accuphase components are
handcrafted with unprecedented
devotion to excellence. Only aero
space quality component parts are
used, with each hand-selected.
The P-300 amp has modular
construction, push-pull compli
mentary symmetry in all input
and output circuits; 3 meter ranges

and power-limiting switches to
protect your speakers. And more.
With its design overkill,
the Accuphase amp can loaf
through the most demanding and
complex musical passages, main
taining delicacy and precision
without sacrificing power.
The C-200 Preamplifier
has 10 back and front inputs,
7 outputs, 28 controls —versatility
beyond belief— yet is extremely
simple in operation.
The reason for such lavish
craftsmanship in every Accuphase
component is very simple: a deep
devotion to music.
If you share that devotion,
please see an Accuphase Showcase
dealer.
You'll enrich your life.

cXSccupnase
When you're really serious about your music.
13'vlributed by T E A t Corporaticm of Amcrka. 7"'i3 Telegraph Road. Monii-lx-lld. California 9 0 6 4 0 C ) T E A C 1977
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^^TODAYTHE WINGS OF RALEIGH,
TOMORROW THE WINGS OF M A Nη
Mr. Warren Wheeler, President,
only people who could afford to advertise
Wheeler Airlines, Raleigh, North Carolina.
in the big magazines were the big advertisers.
"Do you know what the main difference
Unfair, we said.
between us and
So in 1968, we
the big boys is?
proceeded to rem
edy that unfortu
"They have
nate circumstance.
planes, we have
We put togeth
planes. They have
er groups of mag
destinations, we
azines and a ingeni
have destinations.
ous idea of buying,
They have an ad
selling and printing
director, we have
whole
sections of
an ad director.
advertising. This,
Etc., etc.
for the first time,
"The main
made buying ads in
thing they have
national magazines
that we don't is
feasible for adver
fatter advertising
tisers smaller than
budgets. It's the
General Motors.
old story: In the
"We gotta believel
It also made it
pursuit of the rich,
possible
to
buy
them
in
markets
smaller than
affluent air traveler, it helps if you're rich
Greater
Metropolitan
New
York.
and affluent.
"There's Eastern and American and
MNI offers the selective
United, with millions in TV and four-color
characteristics of national magazines, but
magazine. And there's us, with a few thousand makes it possible to buy and use them the
in local newspaper, taxi cab cards and—for a
same way you buy and use spot TV
little selective support in certain neighbor
It's a way to heavy up in special market
hoods—skywriting.
areas.
"Then, just when the odds seemed hope
It's a good test market vehicle.
lessly stacked against us, out of a clear blue
It's even a beautiful way to boost—or get
sky comes Magazine Networks. A unique way —co-op money from dealers and distributors.
for small (but clever) advertisers to buy
All in all, in a business where new ideas
groups of upscale national magazines at local,
are few and rare, MNI is a good new idea that
affordable prices.
might well bear some looking into.
"Since MNI, ads for Wheeler Airlines
If we've piqued your curiosity at all,
have splashed across the pages of such notable we'd like to suggest you call James Hagan at
publications as Time, Newsweek, U.S. News
(213) 478-2596.
and Sports Illustrated.
"And our business? What's all this done
for our business?
MAGAZINE NETWORKS
"Maybe we'll never get the route to
A Medium of Media Networks, Inc.
Florida. But if things keep going the way
they're going, we could be the only jumbo
jet to Durham'.'
MNI. What it is and why it is.
Before MNFs Magazine Networks, the
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16-page PuUout Excerpt
from Fall's Big Book

THE
PEOPLE
SHAPERS
by
Vance Packard
"We can choose to use our growing knowledge
to enslave people in ways never dreamed of before,
depersonalizing them, controlling them by means
so carefully selected that they will perhaps never be
aware of their loss ofpersonhood."
-Carl Rogers, humanistic psychologist

Copyright © 1977 by Vance Packard. Prom The People Shapers, to be published by Little, Brown and Company.

Just two decades ago, Vance Packard appeared as a social chronicler with The Hidden Persuaders. Two years later came
The Status Seekers, followed by The Waste Makers. His last book was A Nation of'Strangers.
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